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Abstract
We study the pair-production of charginos in the CP-violating Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model at center-of-mass energies around the heavy
neutral Higgs boson resonances. If these resonances are nearly degenerate,
as it can happen in the Higgs decoupling limit, radiatively induced scalar-
pseudoscalar transitions can be strongly enhanced. The resulting mixing in
the Higgs sector leads to large CP-violating effects, and a change of their
mass spectrum. For longitudinally polarized muon beams, we analyze CP
asymmetries which are sensitive to the interference of the two heavy neutral
Higgs bosons. We present a detailed numerical analysis of the cross sections,
chargino branching ratios, and the CP observables. We obtain sizable CP
asymmetries, which would be accessible in future measurements at a muon
collider. Especially for intermediate values of the parameter tan β, where
the largest branching ratios of Higgs bosons into charginos are expected, this
process allows to analyze the Higgs sector properties and its interaction to
supersymmetric fermions.
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1 Introduction
The CP-conserving Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) contains
three neutral Higgs bosons [1–5], the lighter and heavier CP-even scalars h and
H , respectively, and the CP-odd pseudoscalar A. In the presence of CP phases, the
MSSM Higgs sector is still CP-conserving at Born level. However loop effects, dom-
inantly mediated by third generation squarks, can generate significant CP-violating
scalar-pseudoscalar transitions. Thus the neutral CP-odd and CP-even Higgs states
mix and form the mass eigenstates H1, H2, H3, with no definite CP parities [6–14].
A detailed knowledge of their mixing pattern will be crucial for the understanding
of the MSSM Higgs sector in the presence of CP-violating phases. The fundamen-
tal properties of the Higgs bosons have to be investigated in detail to reveal the
mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking.
The general theoretical formalism for Higgs mixing with CP phases is well de-
veloped [10–12, 15]. The results have been implemented in sophisticated public
computer programmes [16–18], that allow for numerical higher order calculations of
the Higgs masses, widths and couplings. It was shown that CP-violating phases can
lead to a lightest Higgs boson with mass of order MH1 = 45 GeV [19], which cannot
be excluded by measurements at LEP [20]. CP phases can also change the predic-
tions for the Higgs decay widths drastically, see e.g. Ref. [21] for recent calculations
for H2 → H1H1 at higher order. In general, angular distributions of Higgs decay
products will be crucial to probe their CP parities at colliders, for recent studies
see, e.g., Ref. [22].
A particularly important feature of the CP-violating Higgs sector is a possible
resonance enhanced mixing of the states H and A. It is well known that states with
equal conserved quantum numbers can strongly mix if they are nearly degenerate,
i.e., if their mass difference is of the order of their widths [8, 13]. This degener-
acy occurs naturally in the Higgs decoupling limit of the MSSM, where the lightest
Higgs boson has Standard Model-like couplings and decouples from the significantly
heavier Higgs bosons [23]. In the decoupling limit, a resonance enhanced mixing of
the states H and A can occur, which may result in nearly maximal CP-violating
effects [8,9,13]. Such effects can only be analyzed thoroughly in processes in which
the heavy neutral Higgs bosons can interfere as nearby lying, intermediate reso-
nances [24]. The relative phase information of the two Higgs states would be lost
if only their masses, widths and branching ratios are calculated, e.g., by assuming
that they are produced as single, on-shell resonances at colliders.
In previous studies of the CP-conserving [25–33] and CP-violating Higgs sec-
tor [34–42], it was shown that the interferences of the heavy neutral Higgs bosons
can be ideally tested in µ+µ− collisions. Since the Higgs bosons are resonantly pro-
duced in the s-channel, the muon collider is known to be the ideal machine for mea-
suring the neutral Higgs masses, widths, and couplings with high precision [43–45].
For a systematic classification of CP observables which test the Higgs interference,
a preparation of initial muon polarizations and the analysis of final fermion polar-
izations will be crucial. The CP-even and CP-odd contributions of the interfering
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Higgs resonances to observables can be ideally studied if the beam polarizations are
properly adjusted [29–39]. For example, for final SM fermions f f¯ , with f = τ, b, t,
polarization observables have been classified according to their CP transformation
properties [34]. For non-diagonal chargino pair production, the C-odd observables
are obtained by antisymmetrizing in the chargino indices of the cross sections, and
complete the necessary set of observables [7,33,46,47]. Finally, the well controllable
beam energy of the muon collider then allows to study the center-of-mass energy
dependence of the observables around the Higgs resonances. This is an advantage
over the photon collider, where direct line-shape scans are not possible [48].
In this work, we extend the study of chargino production at the muon collider [33]
to the CP-violating case. First results for chargino production in the MSSM with
explicit CP violation in the Higgs sector have been reported in Ref. [7]. We classify
all CP-even and CP-odd observables for chargino production µ+µ− → χ˜−i χ˜+j , using
longitudinally polarized muon beams. We analyze the longitudinal chargino polar-
izations by their subsequent leptonic two-body decays χ˜+j → ℓ+ν˜ℓ, with ℓ = e, µ, τ ,
and the charge conjugated process χ˜−j → ℓ−ν˜∗ℓ . Asymmetries in the energy distribu-
tions of the decay leptons allow us to classify all CP-even and a CP-odd observables
for chargino decay, which probe the chargino polarization. Similar asymmetries can
be defined for the energy distributions of W bosons, stemming from the decays
χ˜±j → W±χ˜0k. We find that the muon collider provides the ideal testing ground for
phenomenological studies of the Higgs interferences, although it might only be built
in the far future. Our analysis gives a deeper understanding of the Higgs mixings,
and allows us to test the public codes regarding the relative phase information of
the Higgs states in the presence of CP-violating phases.
In Section 2, we give our formalism for chargino production and decay with
longitudinally polarized muon beams. In an effective Born-improved approach, we
include the leading self-energy corrections into the Higgs couplings. We give ana-
lytical formulas for the production and decay cross sections and distributions. We
show that also the energy distributions of the chargino decay products depend sen-
sitively on the Higgs interference. In Section 3, we classify the asymmetries of the
production cross section and of the energy distributions according to their CP prop-
erties. For the production of unequal charginos χ˜±1 χ˜
∓
2 , we also define a new set
of C-odd asymmetries. In Section 4, we present a detailed numerical study of the
cross sections, chargino branching ratios, and the CP observables. We analyze their
dependence on
√
s, on the CP-violating phase φA of the common trilinear scalar
coupling parameter A, and on the gaugino and higgsino mass parameters µ and
M2. We complete our analysis by comparing the results with the CP observables
obtained in neutralino production [32,42]. We summarize and conclude in Section 5.
2 Chargino production and decay formalism
We study CP violation in the Higgs sector in pair production of charginos
µ+ + µ− → χ˜−i + χ˜+j , (1)
3
µ−
µ+
χ˜−i
χ˜+j
H2, H3
Figure 1: Resonant Higgs exchange in chargino pair production µ+µ− → χ˜−i χ˜+j .
µ−
µ+
χ˜−i
χ˜+j
γ, Z, (H1)
µ−
µ+
χ˜−i
χ˜+j
ν˜µ
Figure 2: Feynman diagrams for non-resonant chargino production µ+µ− → χ˜−i χ˜+j
with longitudinally polarized muon beams. We analyze the production of charginos
at center-of-mass energies of the nearly mass degenerate heavy neutral Higgs bosons
H2 and H3. They will be resonantly produced in the s-channel, see the Feynman
diagrams in Fig. 1. The significantly lighter Higgs boson H1 is also exchanged in the
s-channel, however is suppressed far from its resonance. Together with sneutrino
exchange ν˜µ in the t-channel, and Z and γ exchange in the s-channel, they are
the non-resonant continuum contributions to chargino production, see the Feynman
diagrams in Fig. 2.
To analyze the longitudinal chargino polarization, we consider the subsequent
CP-conserving but P-violating leptonic two-body decay of one of the charginos
χ˜+j → ℓ+ + ν˜ℓ, (2)
and the charge conjugated process χ˜−j → ℓ−+ ν˜∗ℓ . We will focus on the case ℓ = e, µ.
However our results can be extended to ℓ = τ , and for the chargino decay into a W
boson
χ˜±j →W± + χ˜0k, (3)
for which we give the relevant formulas in Appendix D.
2.1 Higgs mixing
CP violation in the MSSM Higgs sector is induced by scalar-pseudoscalar transi-
tions at loop level. The mixing is given by the symmetric and complex Higgs mass
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matrix [16]
M(p2) =


m2h − Σˆhh(p2) −ΣˆhH(p2) −ΣˆhA(p2)
−ΣˆhH(p2) m2H − ΣˆHH(p2) −ΣˆHA(p2)
−ΣˆhA(p2) −ΣˆHA(p2) m2A − ΣˆAA(p2)

 (4)
at momentum squared p2 in the tree-level basis of the CP eigenstates h,H,A. Here
Σˆrs(p
2), with r, s = h,H,A, are the renormalized self energies of the Higgs bosons
at one loop, supplemented with higher-order contributions, see Ref. [16]. We neglect
mixings with the Goldstone boson G and the Z boson. Their contribution to the
mass matrix is a two-loop effect, see discussion in Ref. [16]. Their effect on transition
amplitudes, which enters already at the one-loop level, is expected to be numerically
small, see Ref. [21]. 1
The Higgs propagator matrix
∆(p2) = −i[p2 −M(p2)]−1, (5)
has complex poles at p2 =M2Hk =M2Hk− iMHkΓHk , k = 1, 2, 3, where MHk and ΓHk
are the mass and width of the Higgs boson mass eigenstate Hk, respectively, with
convention MH1 ≤MH2 ≤ MH3 .
At fixed p2 = s, we may diagonalize the Higgs mass matrixM, and consequently
the propagator ∆, by a complex orthogonal matrix C = C(s),
MD(s) = C M(s)C
−1, ∆D(s) = C∆(s)C
−1. (6)
The diagonal elements of the propagator ∆D are given in the Breit-Wigner form by
[∆D(s)]kk =
−i
s− [MD(s)]kk ≡
−i
s−M ′2Hk + iM ′HkΓ′Hk
≡ ∆′(Hk), (7)
which defines the s-dependent real parametersM ′Hk and Γ
′
Hk
. In the limit s→M2Hk ,
these parameters are the on-shell mass and decay width of the Higgs boson Hk,
M ′Hk → MHk and Γ′Hk → ΓHk , respectively. If the s-dependence of the mass matrix
M is weak around the resonance s ≈ M2Hk of a Higgs boson Hk, the kk-element of
the propagator can be approximated by
∆′(Hk) ≈ ∆(Hk) = −i
s−M2Hk + iMHkΓHk
. (8)
The approximations M ′Hk ≈ MHk and Γ′Hk ≈ ΓHk hold for instance, if no thresholds
open around the Higgs resonance.
In our numerical calculations, we evaluate the mass matrix M(p2) and the di-
agonalization matrix C(p2) at fixed p2 =M2H2 ≈M2H3 with the program FeynHiggs
2.5.1 [16, 17]. We find that the momentum dependence of M(p2) is weak around
the resonances, and thus ∆′(Hk) ≈ ∆(Hk) to a very good approximation. For the
following discussions, we set ∆′(Hk) = ∆(Hk) for simplicity, and drop the prime
index of the propagator in our notation.
1 Our approach thus differs from Ref. [24], where these self-energies have also been evaluated.
Even if the contributions from Higgs mixing with G and Z turned out to be as large as those from
the non-resonant h–H and h–A mixing contributions, this would not result in a significant change
of our numerical results.
2.2 Effective Higgs couplings and transition amplitudes
The amplitude for chargino production in muon-antimuon annihilation via Higgs
exchange can be written in the general form
T P = Γ(χ)∆(s)Γ(µ) (9)
= Γ(χ)C−1 C∆(s)C−1 C Γ(µ) (10)
= Γ(χ)C−1∆D(s)C Γ
(µ) = Γ
(χ)
eff ∆D(s)Γ
(µ)
eff , (11)
where Γ(χ) and Γ(µ) are the one-particle irreducible (1PI) Higgs vertices to charginos
and muons, respectively. We have used the basis transformation of the Higgs prop-
agator ∆(s) at fixed center-of-mass energy s, Eq. (6), which leads to the definition
of the effective 1PI vertices Γ
(µ)
eff and Γ
(χ)
eff . The Higgs mixing corrections are thus
effectively included via the diagonalization matrix C into the 1PI vertices. While
the diagonalization of the Higgs boson propagator matrix in Eqs. (9)-(11) is not
strictly necessary, it yields the transition amplitudes in a diagonalized form.2 In
addition of simplifying the technical evaluation, in the new basis the Higgs boson
states are approximately the pole-mass eigenstates, as discussed in the preceding
section. We thus obtain compact analytic formulas for the squared amplitudes of
the Higgs exchange contributions, which we explicitely give in Appendix B.
If the Higgs bosons are nearly mass degenerate, the radiative corrections to the
propagator matrix are strongly enhanced by the Higgs mixing, and constitute the
dominant contributions to the transition amplitude T P (11). Thus we only include
these radiative corrections and neglect specific vertex corrections. The effective
Higgs couplings to the initial muons, cHkµµL,R , and the final charginos, c
Hkχiχj
L,R , are then
obtained by transforming the tree level couplings chαµµL,R and c
hαχiχj
L,R , respectively, with
the matrix C, see Eq. (6),
cHkµµL,R = Ckαc
hαµµ
L,R , (12)
c
Hkχiχj
L,R = C˜kαc
hαχiχj
L,R , hα = h,H,A. (13)
The tree level Higgs couplings are defined and discussed, e.g., in detail in Refs. [3,33].
Note that the final state chargino couplings transform with C˜ = C−1
T
. If the non-
physical phases of the Higgs bosons are chosen appropriately, the matrix C can be
made complex orthogonal, which implies C˜ = C [49].
With the Born-improved effective couplings of Eqs. (12) and (13), we can write
the Higgs exchange amplitude for chargino production
T P = ∆(Hk)
[
v¯(pµ+)
(
cHkµµL PL + c
Hkµµ
R PR
)
u(pµ−)
]
2 Note, however, that there could be specific points in parameter space for which the propagator
matrix cannot be diagonalized with a similarity transformation [8], but for which it is still invertible.
These points correspond to the singular situation where both the pole-masses and the widths of
two Higgs bosons are equal. In such a case, the Higgs exchange amplitudes can still be retrieved in
the general form of Eq. (9), as in, e.g., Refs. [24,34], for similar studies of Standard Model fermion
pair production.
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×
[
u¯(pχ+j )
(
c
Hkχiχj
L PL + c
Hkχiχj
R PR
)
v(pχ−i )
]
(14)
in its Born-improved form. The amplitudes and Lagrangians for non-resonant γ,
Z and ν˜µ exchange are given in Appendix C, and the Lagrangians for the chargino
decays, Eqs. (2) or (3), are given in Appendix D.
2.3 Squared amplitude
In order to calculate the squared amplitude for chargino production (1) and the
subsequent decay of chargino χ˜+j , Eqs. (2) or (3), with initial beam polarizations
and complete spin correlations, we use the spin density matrix formalism [50, 51].
Following the detailed steps as given in Appendix A, the squared amplitude in this
formalism can be written as
|T |2 = 2|∆(χ˜+j )|2(PD +
3∑
a=1
ΣaPΣ
a
D), (15)
with the propagator ∆(χ˜+j ) of the decaying chargino, see Eq. (A.7). Here P denotes
the unpolarized production of the charginos and D the unpolarized decay. The cor-
responding polarized terms are ΣaP and Σ
a
D, and their product in Eq. (15) describes
the chargino spin correlations between production and decay. With our choice of
the spin vectors, see Eqs. (A.8) and (A.9), Σ3P /P is the longitudinal polarization
of χ˜+j , Σ
1
P/P is the transverse polarization in the production plane, and Σ
2
P/P is
the polarization perpendicular to the production plane. The terms D and ΣaD for
chargino decay are given in Appendix D.
The expansion coefficients of the squared chargino production amplitude |T 2| (15)
subdivide into contributions from the Higgs resonances (res), the continuum (cont),
and the resonance-continuum interference (int), respectively, with
P = Pres + Pcont, Σ
a
P = Σ
a
res + Σ
a
cont + Σ
a
int, a = 1, 2, 3. (16)
The continuum contributions Pcont, Σ
a
cont are those from the non-resonant γ, Z and
ν˜µ exchange channels, which we give in Appendix C. The contributions from H1
exchange are suppressed by m2µ/s.
The dependence of the resonant contributions Pres and Σ
3
res on the longitudinal
µ+ and µ− beam polarizations P+ and P−, respectively, is given by3
Pres = (1 + P+P−)a0 + (P+ + P−)a1, (17)
Σ3res = (1 + P+P−)b0 + (P+ + P−)b1. (18)
This expression is useful for analyzing the CP properties of Pres and Σ
3
res. The
coefficients an and bn, given explicitly in Appendix B, are functions of products of
the Higgs couplings to muons and charginos, Eqs. (12) and (13). The coefficients
also include the product of Higgs boson propagators, Eq. (7), which strongly depend
on the center-of-mass energy, as well as on the CP phases, which enter via the
diagonalization matrix C, see the transformation in Eq. (6).
3 The resonant contributions Σ1
res
and Σ2
res
to the transverse polarizations of the chargino vanish
for scalar Higgs bosons exchange in the s-channel. Note that there is no interference contribution
to the coefficients P and Σ3
P
.
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Table 1: Charge (C) and parity (P) properties of the coefficients a±0 , a
±
1 , b
±
0 , and b
±
1 ,
see Eqs. (17) and (18), and the corresponding observables for their determination,
as defined in Section 3. The four C-odd observables vanish for diagonal chargino
production, i = j.
coefficient C P CP observables
a+0 + + + σ
C+P+
ij
a+1 + − − AC+P−ij
a−0 − + − AC−P+ij
a−1 − − + AC−P−ij
b+0 + − − AC+P−ij,ℓ
b+1 + + + AC+P+ij,ℓ
b−0 − − + AC−P−ij,ℓ
b−1 − + − AC−P+ij,ℓ
2.4 C and P properties of the Higgs exchange coefficients
We classify the Higgs exchange coefficients an and bn according to their charge (C)
and parity (P) properties. Our aim is then to define a complete set of CP-even and
CP-odd asymmetries in chargino production and decay, in order to determine the
Higgs couplings. The kinematical dependence of the asymmetries can be probed by
line-shape scans. Since a muon collider provides a good beam energy resolution, it
will be the ideal tool to analyze the strong
√
s dependence of the asymmetries.
The factors a0 and b1 are P-even, whereas a1 and b0 are P-odd. Note that the
coefficients a1 and b1 only contribute for polarized muon beams. For non-diagonal
chargino production, we separate these coefficients into their C-even and C-odd
parts, respectively, by symmetric and antisymmetric combinations in the chargino
indices,
a±n =
1
2
[
an(χ˜
−
i χ˜
+
j )± an(χ˜−j χ˜+i )
]
, (19)
b±n =
1
2
[
bn(χ˜
−
i χ˜
+
j )± bn(χ˜−j χ˜+i )
]
, n = 0, 1. (20)
The coefficients an(χ˜
−
j χ˜
+
i ) and bn(χ˜
−
j χ˜
+
i ) of chargino χ˜
−
j , for the production of the
charge conjugated pair of charginos, µ+µ− → χ˜−j χ˜+i , are obtained by interchanging
the indices i and j in the formulas of the coefficients defined in Eqs. (B.14)-(B.18),
which are defined for µ+µ− → χ˜+j χ˜−i . We summarize the C, P and CP properties
of the coefficients, and thus of our observables, in Table 1. Note that, for these
observables, CP and CPT˜ are equivalent, since they are built using the longitudinal
polarizations only. Here T˜ is the naive time reversal t→ −t, which inverts momenta
and spins without exchanging initial and final particles.
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2.5 Energy distributions of the chargino decay products
The energy distribution of the lepton orW boson from the chargino decay, Eqs. (2) or
(3), respectively, depends on the longitudinal chargino polarization. In the center-of-
mass system, the kinematical limits of the energy of the decay particle λ = e, µ, τ,W
are
E
max(min)
λ = Eˆλ ±∆λ, (21)
which read for the leptonic (λ = ℓ) chargino decays
Eˆℓ =
Emaxℓ + E
min
ℓ
2
=
m2
χ±j
−m2ν˜ℓ
2m2
χ±j
Eχ±j , (22)
∆ℓ =
Emaxℓ −Eminℓ
2
=
m2
χ±
j
−m2ν˜ℓ
2m2
χ±j
|~pχ±j |, ℓ = e, µ, τ. (23)
The energy limits E
max(min)
W for the W boson are given in Appendix D.
Using the definition of amplitude squared, the cross section, Eqs. (15), and the
explicit form of Σ3D (D.50), the energy distribution of the decay particle λ
± is [32,33]
dσij,λ±
dEλ
=
σij,λ
2∆λ
[
1 + ηλ±
Σ¯3P
P¯
(Eλ − Eˆλ)
∆λ
]
, (24)
The integrated cross section for chargino production and decay is denoted by σij,λ±,
e.g. for the decay χ˜+j → ℓ+ν˜ℓ it is, using the narrow width approximation for the
propagator of the decaying chargino,
σij,ℓ = σij × BR(χ˜+j → ℓ+ν˜ℓ), (25)
where σij is the cross section for χ˜
−
i χ˜
+
j production. Explicit expressions for the cross
sections σij , σij,ℓ, and σij,W are given in Appendix E. The factor ηλ± is a measure of
parity violation in the chargino decay. It is maximal ηe±, ηµ± = ±1 for the decay into
leptons of the first two generations, while for the decay χ˜±j → τ±ν˜(∗)τ , it is generally
smaller |ητ±| < 1. In Appendix D, we give explicit expressions of the factors ητ±, as
well as ηW± for the decay χ˜
±
j →W±χ˜0k.
Further, from Eq. (24), we see that the energy distribution is proportional to
the chargino polarization Σ¯3P/P¯ . The coefficients Σ¯
3
P and P¯ are averaged over the
chargino production solid angle
Σ¯3P =
1
4π
∫
Σ3P dΩχ±j = Σ
3
res + Σ¯
3
cont, P¯ =
1
4π
∫
PdΩχ±j = Pres + P¯cont, (26)
denoted by a bar in our notation. Note that the resonant contributions from Higgs
exchange are isotropic Σ¯3res = Σ
3
res, P¯res = Pres.
In Fig. 3, we show the energy distributions (24) of the leptons ℓ± from the decays
χ˜+j → ℓ+ν˜ℓ and χ˜−j → ℓ−ν˜∗ℓ , for ℓ = e or µ. The cutoffs in the energy distributions
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Eℓ[GeV]
dσ11,ℓ
dEℓ
[fb/GeV]
2520151050
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P = 0.3
ℓ+
ℓ−
P = −0.3
ℓ+
Figure 3: Energy distributions of the leptons ℓ± for chargino production µ+µ− → χ˜+1 χ˜−1
and decay χ˜+1 → ℓ+ν˜ℓ (solid, red), and χ˜−1 → ℓ−ν˜∗ℓ (dashed, blue) for ℓ = e or µ, at√
s = (MH2 +MH3)/2 with longitudinal beam polarizations P− = P+ ≡ P = +0.3 and
P = −0.3. The MSSM parameters are given in Tables 2 and 3. The shown distributions
have asymmetries (for P = 0.3) A11,ℓ+ = −11.3% and A11,ℓ− = 11.45%, (for P = −0.3)
A11,ℓ+ = 2.9% and A11,ℓ− = −2.6%, see Eq. (36).
of the leptons ℓ+ and ℓ− correspond to their kinematical limits, as given in Eq. (21).
We see the linear dependence of the distributions on the lepton energy. Their slope is
proportional to the longitudinal chargino polarization Σ¯3P/P¯ , see Eq. (24). Note that
the energy distribution might be difficult to measure for a small chargino-sneutrino
mass difference, since the energy span of the observed lepton is proportional to the
difference of their squared masses, see Eq. (23).
3 Chargino production and decay observables
For chargino pair production µ+µ− → χ˜−i χ˜+j , we have expanded the resonant con-
tributions Pres (17) and Σ
3
res (18) to the spin density matrix elements in terms of the
longitudinal muon beam polarizations P±. We have classified the coefficients a±0 , a±1 ,
b±0 , and b
±
1 according to their charge (C) and parity (P) transformation properties,
see Table 1. In order to determine the coefficients a±0 and a
±
1 , we define one pro-
duction cross section observable and three asymmetries of the chargino production
cross section in the following section. To determine the coefficients b±0 and b
±
1 of
the chargino polarization, the chargino decays have to be taken into account. We
therefore define an additional set of four asymmetries of the energy distributions of
the decay particle. In Table 1, we also list the observables which we define in the
following sections. Non-diagonal chargino production i 6= j leads to the four C-odd
observables, which vanish trivially for diagonal chargino production i = j.
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3.1 Asymmetries of the chargino production cross section
In order to classify the CP observables in chargino production, we define in a first
step the symmetric and antisymmetric combinations
σ
C+
ij =
1
2
(σij + σji), σ
C−
ij =
1
2
(σij − σji), (27)
of the production cross section σij (E.68). The combinations are relevant for non-
diagonal chargino production, with i 6= j. The indices C+ and C− indicate the even
and odd parity under charge (C) conjugation, respectively. In a second step, we
obtain observables which have a definite parity (P) by symmetrizing and antisym-
metrizing in the common muon beam polarizations P+ = P− ≡ P.
The C- and P-even observable is obtained by symmetrizing σ
C+
ij (27) in P
σ
C+P+
ij =
1
2
[
σ
C+
ij (P) + σC+ij (−P)
]
. (28)
Inserting the explicit form of σij (E.68) and Pres (17) the coefficient a
+
0 can be
determined,
σ
C+P+
ij =
√
λij
8πs2
[
(1 + P2)a+0 + P¯cont
]
, (29)
if the continuum contributions P¯cont (16) can be subtracted, e.g, through a side-
band analysis, where the cross section is extrapolated around the resonances [28],
and/or by chargino cross section measurements at the International Linear Collider
(ILC) [54, 55].
The two CP-odd asymmetries are obtained by [7, 45]
AC+P−ij =
σ
C+
ij (P)− σC+ij (−P)
σ
C+
ij (P) + σC+ij (−P)
, (30)
and
AC−P+ij =
σ
C−
ij (P) + σC−ij (−P)
σ
C+
ij (P) + σC+ij (−P)
. (31)
The CP-even asymmetry is [7]
AC−P−ij =
σ
C−
ij (P)− σC−ij (−P)
σ
C+
ij (P) + σC+ij (−P)
. (32)
Using the definitions of the chargino production cross section σij (E.68), and of the
coefficient P (17), we obtain
AC±P−ij =
2Pa±1
(1 + P2)a+0 + P¯cont
. (33)
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These asymmetries thus allow to determine a±1 . The coefficient a
−
0 can be obtained
from
AC−P+ij =
(1 + P2)a−0
(1 + P2)a+0 + P¯cont
. (34)
Note that the continuum contributions P¯cont are P-even, Pcont(P) = Pcont(−P), and
C-even, Pcont(χ˜
−
i χ˜
+
j ) = Pcont(χ˜
+
i χ˜
−
j ), and thus cancel in the numerator of the P-odd
and C-odd asymmetries AC±P−ij (33) and AC−P+ij (34), respectively.
The maximum absolute values of the P-odd asymmetries depends on the beam
polarization P
AC±P−
ij (max) =
2P
1 + P2 , (35)
which follows from Eq. (34) for vanishing continuum contributions P¯cont = 0. The
P-even asymmetry AC−P+ij can be as large as 100%.
The CP-odd asymmetries AC+P−ij and AC−P+ij vanish in the case of CP conser-
vation, and are sensitive to the CP phases of the Higgs boson couplings to the
charginos and to the muons. The CP-odd asymmetry AC+P−ij is CPT˜-odd, with T˜
the naive time reversal t→ −t, which inverts momenta and spins without exchang-
ing initial and final particles. Thus the asymmetry is due to the interference of
CP phases with absorptive phases from the transition amplitudes. The absorptive
phases are also called strong phases, and can originate from intermediate particles
in the Higgs self energies which go on-shell. The asymmetry AC+P−ij is therefore
sensitive to the CP phases of the Higgs boson couplings, as well as to the phases of
the Higgs propagators.
In the Higgs decoupling limit [23], the heavy neutral Higgs bosons are nearly
mass-degenerate. Thus a mixing of the CP-even and CP-odd Higgs states H and
A can be resonantly enhanced, and large CP-violating Higgs couplings can be ob-
tained [8,9]. In addition, if the Higgs bosons are nearly mass-degenerate, CP phases
in the Higgs sector lead to a larger splitting of the mass eigenstates H2 and H3.
This, in general, tends to increase the phase between the Higgs propagators, giving
rise to larger absorptive phases in the transition amplitudes. On the contrary, the
observables σ
C+P+
ij (28) and AC−P−ij (32), being CP-even, will be reduced in general
in the presence of CP-violating phases.
3.2 Asymmetries of the lepton energy distribution
The longitudinal chargino polarization is also sensitive to the Higgs interference
in the production µ+µ− → χ˜∓i χ˜±j , and yields additional information on the Higgs
couplings. The chargino χ˜±j polarization can be analyzed by the subsequent decays
χ˜±j → ℓ±ν˜(∗)ℓ , with ℓ = e, µ, τ , and χ˜±j → W±χ˜0k. In Subsection 2.5, we have
shown that the slope of the energy distribution of the decay particle λ = ℓ,W , is
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proportional to the averaged longitudinal chargino polarization Σ¯3P/P¯ , see Eq. (24).
The polarization can be determined by the energy distribution asymmetry [33]
Aij,λ± = ∆σij,λ
±
σij,λ±
=
1
2
ηλ±
Σ¯3P
P¯
=
1
2
ηλ±
(1 + P+P−)b0 + (P+ + P−)b1 + Σ¯3cont
(1 + P+P−)a0 + (P+ + P−)a1 + P¯cont
, (36)
with
∆σij,λ± = σij,λ±(Eλ > Eˆλ)− σij,λ±(Eλ < Eˆλ), (37)
and λ = e, µ, τ,W . Here we have used the explicit formula of the energy distribution
of the decay particle λ± = ℓ±,W± (24).
An example of the energy distribution and the corresponding asymmetries Aij,λ±
for the leptonic decay λ = e, µ, for equal muon beam polarizations P+ = P− ≡ P,
is given in Fig. 3. The area under each graph equals the corresponding cross section
of production and decay, σ11,ℓ± = σ11 × BR(χ˜±1 → ℓ±ν˜(∗)ℓ ), see Eq. (25). Here
σ11 is larger for P > 0 than for P < 0, since the P-odd asymmetry AC+P−11 (30)
is positive. The slope of the curves is proportional to the averaged longitudinal
chargino polarization Σ¯3P , and to the decay factor ηℓ±, with ηℓ+ = −ηℓ− = 1. Thus
the slope of the energy distribution of ℓ+ has the opposite sign than that of ℓ−, each
for P > 0 and P < 0 separately. However, the moduli of the slopes are not the same
for the two leptons for fixed P, which can be seen in the different absolute values
of the asymmetries, e.g., A11,ℓ+ = −11.3% and A11,ℓ− = 11.45% for P = +0.3. The
difference of the absolute values is due to the small continuum contributions, which
change sign, depending on the chargino charge, i.e., Σ¯cont(χ˜
+
1 )= −Σ¯cont(χ˜−1 ).
The average chargino polarization depends on the continuum contributions Σ¯3cont,
and is also proportional to b0 and b1, see Eq. (36). In order to separate these
coefficients into their C-even and -odd parts b+n , b
−
n , respectively, we define the four
generalized decay asymmetries of the energy distribution [7],
AC±P+ij,λ =
∆σij,λ+(P)−∆σij,λ+(−P)∓
[
∆σij,λ−(P)−∆σij,λ−(−P)
]
σij,λ+(P) + σij,λ+(−P) + σij,λ−(P) + σij,λ−(−P) (38)
= ηλ+
Pb±1
(1 + P2)a+0 + P¯cont
, (39)
AC+P−ij,λ =
∆σij,λ+(P) + ∆σij,λ+(−P)−
[
∆σij,λ−(P) + ∆σij,λ−(−P)
]
σij,λ+(P) + σij,λ+(−P) + σij,λ−(P) + σij,λ−(−P) (40)
=
1
2
ηλ+
(1 + P2)b+0
(1 + P2)a+0 + P¯cont
, (41)
AC−P−ij,λ =
∆σij,λ+(P) + ∆σij,λ+(−P) + ∆σij,λ−(P) + ∆σij,λ−(−P)
σij,λ+(P) + σij,λ+(−P) + σij,λ−(P) + σij,λ−(−P) (42)
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=
1
2
ηλ+
(1 + P2)b−0 + Σ¯3cont
(1 + P2)a+0 + P¯cont
, (43)
for equal muon beam polarizations P+ = P− ≡ P. Note that the continuum contri-
butions Σ¯3cont of the chargino χ˜
±
j polarization are C-odd, Σ¯
3
cont(χ˜
−
i χ˜
+
j ) =−Σ¯3cont(χ˜+i χ˜−j ),
and P-even, Σ¯3cont(P) = Σ¯3cont(−P), and thus cancel (only) in the numerator of the
C-even and/or P-even asymmetries AC±P+ij,λ (39) and AC+P−ij,λ (41), respectively. The
asymmetries for the decay into a τ or W boson, χ˜±j → τ±ν˜(∗)τ , and χ˜±j →W±χ˜0k, re-
spectively, are generally smaller than those for the decays into an electron or muon,
due to |ητ± |, |ηW±| ≤ |ηe±| = |ηµ±| = 1, see Eqs. (D.63) and (D.62).
The CP-even asymmetry AC+P+ij,λ (38) is due to the correlation between the lon-
gitudinal polarizations of the initial muons and final charginos. Large values of
AC+P+ij,λ , and also of AC−P−ij,λ (42), can be obtained when both Higgs resonances are
nearly degenerate, and if their amplitudes are of the same magnitude. However, a
scalar-pseudoscalar mixing in the presence of CP phases will in general increase the
mass splitting of the Higgs bosons, and the reduced overlap of the Higgs resonances
also reduces the CP-even asymmetry AC+P+ij,λ .
The CP-odd asymmetries AC−P+ij,λ (38) and AC+P−ij,λ (40) are sensitive to CP-
violating phases and thus vanish for CP-conserving Higgs couplings. Similarly to
the CP-odd polarization asymmetry AC+P−ij (30) for chargino production, the decay
asymmetry AC+P−ij,λ is approximately maximal if the Higgs mixing is resonantly en-
hanced. As pointed out earlier, this can happen naturally in the Higgs decoupling
limit.
Finally we count the total number of observables which are available in chargino
production and decay with longitudinally polarized beams. There are two produc-
tion and two decay asymmetries/observables, each for χ˜+1 χ˜
−
1 and χ˜
+
2 χ˜
−
2 production
and decay. Note that the C-odd observables vanish for diagonal chargino produc-
tion. For χ˜±1 χ˜
∓
2 production, there are four production observables and four decay
observables for the decay of chargino χ˜±1 , as well as additional four decay observ-
ables for the decay of χ˜±2 . These 20 observables can be used to determine the Higgs
couplings in chargino production, see also Table 1.
4 Numerical results
We analyze numerically the CP-even and CP-odd asymmetries for chargino produc-
tion, µ+µ− → χ˜+1 χ˜−1 , and µ+µ− → χ˜±1 χ˜∓2 . For the chargino decays, χ˜±1,2 → ℓ±ν˜(∗)ℓ , we
study the CP-even and CP-odd decay asymmetries of the leptonic energy distribu-
tions, which allow to probe the longitudinal chargino polarizations. The feasibility
of measuring the asymmetries depends also on the chargino production cross section
and decay branching ratios, which we discuss in detail. We will identify regions of
the parameter space where a resonant enhanced mixing of the Higgs bosons will lead
to nearly maximal CP-violating effects.
We induce CP violation in the Higgs sector by a non-vanishing phase φA of the
common trilinear scalar coupling parameter At = Ab = Aτ ≡ |A| exp(iφA) for the
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Table 2: SUSY parameters for the benchmark scenario CPχ. The slepton masses
are parametrized by m0 and M2, the squark masses by MSUSY.
MH± = 500 GeV tan β = 10 |A| = 1 TeV φA = 0.2π
MSUSY = 500 GeV µ = 400 GeV M2 = 240 GeV m0 = 70 GeV
Table 3: SUSY masses, widths, branching ratios, and decay factors η for the bench-
mark scenario CPχ, evaluated with FeynHiggs 2.5.1 [16, 17].
MH1 = 126.0 GeV mχ01 = 118 GeV me˜R = 141 GeV BR(χ˜
+
1 → ℓ+ν˜ℓ) = 11%
MH2 = 492.7 GeV mχ02 = 223 GeV me˜L = 230 GeV BR(χ˜
+
1 →W+χ˜01) = 20%
MH3 = 493.5 GeV mχ03 = 405 GeV mτ˜1 = 138 GeV BR(χ˜
+
1 → τ˜+1 ντ ) = 48%
ΓH2 = 1.43 GeV mχ±
1
= 223 GeV mτ˜2 = 232 GeV ητ+ = 0.99
ΓH3 = 1.30 GeV mχ±
2
= 425 GeV mν˜ = 215 GeV ηW+ = −0.30
third generation fermions. This assignment is also compatible with the bounds on
CP-violating phases from experiments on electric dipole moments (EDMs) [56–59].
For simplicity a we keep the gaugino mass parameters M1, M3, and the Higgs mass
parameter µ real. For the calculation of the Higgs masses, widths and couplings, we
use the program FeynHiggs 2.5.1 [16, 17], see also [42]. We fix tan β = 10, since
the Higgs boson decays into charginos are most relevant for intermediate values of
tan β. Smaller values of tan β favor the tt¯ decay channel, while larger values enhance
decays into bb¯ and τ τ¯ . For the branching ratios and width of the decaying chargino,
we include the two-body decays [53]
χ˜±1,2 → W± + χ˜0k, e± + ν˜e, µ± + ν˜µ, τ± + ν˜τ , νe + e˜±L , νµ + µ˜±L , ντ + τ˜±1,2,
χ˜±2 → Z0 + χ˜±1 , H01 + χ˜±1 . (44)
and neglect three-body decays. We parametrize the slepton masses by m0 and M2,
which enter in the approximate solutions to the renormalization group equations,
see Appendix D. For the numerical discussion, we fix m0 = 70 GeV. Thus we
obtain light sneutrino masses, which enable the chargino decays χ˜±1 → ℓ±ν˜ℓ. We
parametrize the diagonal entries of the squark mass matrices by the common SUSY
scale parameterMSUSY =MQ˜3 = MU˜3 =MD˜3 . We fixMSUSY = 500 GeV to suppress
Higgs decays into the heavier squarks. In order to reduce the number of parameters,
we assume the GUT relation for the gaugino mass parametersM1 = 5/3M2 tan
2 θW .
Finally, we choose longitudinal muon beam polarizations of P+ = P− = P = ±0.3,
as well as a luminosity of L = 1 fb−1. These values should be feasible at a muon
collider running at
√
s ∼ 0.5 TeV [44].
We center our numerical discussion around scenario CPχ, defined in Table 2.
Inspired by the benchmark scenario CPX [19] for studying enhanced CP-violating
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Higgs-mixing phenomena, we set |A| = 2MSUSY = 1 TeV, M3 = 800 GeV, and
a non-vanishing phase φA = 0.2π. We thus obtain large contributions from the
trilinear coupling parameter A of the third generation to the Higgs sector, both
CP-conserving and CP-violating.
4.1 Conditions for resonant enhanced Higgs mixing
The CP-violating effects are maximized if the mixing of the Higgs states with
different CP parities is resonantly enhanced. This can happen naturally in the
Higgs decoupling limit. Resonant Higgs mixing occurs when the diagonal elements
m2H − ΣˆHH(s) and m2A − ΣˆAA(s) of the Higgs mass matrix M, Eq. (4), are similar
in size, and thus their difference is of the same order as the off-diagonal element
ΣˆHA(s). When m
2
H − m2A − Re[ΣˆHH(s) − ΣˆAA(s)] changes sign, we interpret this
condition as a level crossing of the CP eigenstates H and A [13]. The difference of
the imaginary parts can be small, ImΣˆHH(s)− ImΣˆAA(s) ≈ 0, if the Higgs channels
into heavy squarks are closed, as in our scenario CPχ. Thus we obtain a large H–A
mixing even for moderate values of the CP-violating scalar-pseudoscalar self-energy
transitions ΣˆHA(s). This also means that, in contrast to the benchmark scenario
CPX [19], the Higgs mixing can be large even for small values of µ. We thus choose
µ = 400 GeV and M2 = 240 GeV of similar size in order to enhance the branching
ratios of the Higgs bosons into lighter charginos, which are large only for mixed
gaugino-higgsino charginos. We give the masses of the Higgs bosons, charginos,
sneutrinos, light neutralinos, and the widths of the Higgs bosons for scenario CPχ
in Table 3, where we also list the branching ratios for chargino χ˜+1 , and the decay
factors ητ+ (D.63) and ηW+ (D.62). For non-diagonal chargino production we con-
sider smaller values of µ and M2 than in scenario CPχ, in order for this process to
be kinematically allowed, while keeping the same remaining parameters.
4.2 Production of χ˜+1 χ˜
−
1
4.2.1
√
s dependence
For the scenario CPχ, we analyze the dependence of the asymmetries and the cross
sections on the center-of-mass energy
√
s. The CP-even and CP-odd observables
exhibit a characteristic
√
s dependence, mainly given by the product of Higgs boson
propagators ∆(kl), see Eq. (B.21). A muon collider will have a precise beam energy
resolution, and thus enables detailed line-shape scans.
In Fig. 4(a), we show the CP-odd production asymmetry AC+P−11 (30) for chargino
production µ+µ− → χ˜+1 χ˜−1 as a function of
√
s around the heavy Higgs resonances
H2 and H3. At the peak value,
√
s = (MH2+MH3)/2 ≈ 493 GeV, the interference of
the two nearly degenerate Higgs bosons is maximal, leading to an asymmetry of up to
AC+P−11 = 30%. The asymmetry measures the difference of the chargino production
cross section σ11(P) for equal positive and negative muon beam polarizations P =
±0.3, see Eq. (30). In Fig. 4(b), we show the beam polarization averaged cross
section σ
C+P+
11 , see Eq. (28), for φA = 0.2π (solid), φA = 0 (dotted), and φA = 0.6π
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(dash-dotted). We can observe that the splitting of the two resonances is increased
in the presence of CP-violating phases in this scenario. For φA = 0.2π and φA = 0.6π
the two resonances are clearly visible in the line shape of the polarization averaged
cross section σ
C+P+
11 , whereas it assumes the form of a single resonance for φA = 0,
where the Higgs bosons are extremely degenerate, see Fig. 4(b).
The Higgs boson interference in chargino production also leads to CP-odd and
CP-even contributions to the average longitudinal chargino polarizations. In order
to analyze the χ˜±1 polarization, one can measure the CP-odd asymmetry AC+P−11,λ (40),
and the CP-even asymmetry AC+P+11,λ (38), of the energy distributions of the decay
particle λ = ℓ,W in the chargino decay χ˜±1 → ℓ±ν˜(∗)ℓ or χ˜±1 → W±χ˜01, respectively.
For simplicity, we discuss only the decay into an electron sneutrino, χ˜±1 → e±ν˜(∗)e ,
i.e. λ = e. With our choice of slepton sector parameters, i.e., approximate RGE
relations for the masses, see Eqs. (D.64)-(D.66), and a vanishing trilinear coupling
for the first two slepton generations, the same asymmetries are obtained for the
decay into a muon sneutrino, λ = µ. The asymmetries for the decay into a tau
sneutrino, λ = τ , or into a W boson, λ = W , are obtained by taking into account
the decay factors ητ (D.63) and ηW (D.62), respectively, see Eqs. (39) and (41).
For the decay χ˜±1 → e±ν˜(∗)e , we show the
√
s dependence of the CP- and CPT˜-odd
asymmetry AC+P−11,e in Fig. 4(c) for φA = 0.2π. The CP- and CPT˜-even asymmetry
AC+P+11,e is shown in Fig. 4(d), both for φA = 0 and φA = 0.2π. The phase φA
tends to increase the mass splitting of the Higgs resonances. Their overlap is now
reduced, leading in general to a suppression of the CP-even asymmetry AC+P+11,e , in
particular at the mean energy of the resonances
√
s = (MH2 +MH3)/2, see the solid
line in Fig. 4(d). On the contrary, the larger Higgs splitting increases the CP-odd
asymmetries AC+P−11,e and AC+P−11 .
All asymmetries for production and decay vanish asymptotically far from the res-
onance region. The continuum contributions from smuon, photon and Z exchange to
the difference of the cross sections and to the average chargino polarization cancel in
the numerator, but contribute in the denominator of the corresponding asymmetries,
see their definitions in Section 3.
In the following Sections, we analyze the dependence of the production cross
section and the asymmetries on |A| and φA, and finally on M2 and µ, fixing all
remaining parameters to those of scenario CPχ. We fix the center-of-mass energy
to
√
s = (MH2 +MH3)/2, where we expect the largest CP-odd asymmetries AC+P−11
and AC+P−11,e , see Figs. 4(a) and (c), respectively. For consistency, we also choose√
s = (MH2 +MH3)/2 for the discussion of the CP-even decay asymmetry AC+P+11,e
although it is generally suppressed at this value if CP is violated.
4.2.2 |A| and φA dependence
We analyze the dependence of the CP asymmetries on the phase φA of the trilinear
coupling A, which is the only source of CP violation in our study. The CP-odd
asymmetries, AC+P−11 and AC+P−11,e see Fig. 5(a), are approximately maximal, if the
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Figure 4:
√
s dependence of (a) the CP-odd production asymmetry AC+P−11 , Eq. (30),
and (b) the beam polarization averaged cross section σ
C+P+
11 , Eq. (28), for chargino pro-
duction µ+µ− → χ˜+1 χ˜−1 , with common longitudinal beam polarization |P| = 0.3. For the
subsequent decay χ˜±1 → e±ν˜(∗)e in (c) the CP-odd decay asymmetry AC+P−11,e , Eq. (40),
and in (d) the CP-even decay asymmetry AC+P+11,e , Eq. (38). The phase of the trilinear
coupling A is φA = 0 (dotted, blue), φA = 0.2π (solid, red), and φA = 0.6π (dash-dotted,
green). The other SUSY parameters are given in Table 2.
mixing of the Higgs states is resonantly enhanced, as discussed in Section 4.1. The
degeneracy in the neutral Higgs bosons, however, is lifted by the H–Amixing, as can
be observed from Fig. 5(c). A splitting of the order of the Higgs widths ΓH2,3 , shown
in Fig. 5(d), leads to large absorptive phases, which are necessary for the presence
of CPT˜-odd observables. The increased Higgs mass splitting leads, however, also to
lower peak cross sections, and thus to a lower polarization averaged cross section
σ
C+P+
11 , which we show in Fig. 5(b) for common muon beam polarizations |P| = 0.3.
The asymmetries and cross sections for negative φA can be obtained from sym-
metry considerations. Since the complex trilinear coupling A is the only source
of CP violation in our analysis, the CP-odd asymmetries AC+P−11 and AC+P−11,e are
odd with respect to the transformation φA → −φA, while the CP-even asymmetry
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Figure 5: Phase dependence of (a) the CP-odd asymmetry AC+P−11 (solid, red), Eq. (30),
for chargino production µ+µ− → χ˜+1 χ˜−1 at
√
s = (MH2 +MH3)/2, and for the subsequent
decay χ˜±1 → e±ν˜(∗)e the CP-even asymmetry AC+P+11,e (dashed, green), Eq. (38), and the CP-
odd asymmetry AC+P−11,e (dotted, blue), Eq. (40). In (b) the beam polarization averaged
cross section σ
C+P+
11 , Eq. (28), with common longitudinal beam polarization |P| = 0.3. In
(c) the Higgs masses MHi and (d) the Higgs widths ΓHi , for i = 2 (solid, red), and i = 3
(dotted, blue). The other SUSY parameters are given in Table 2.
AC+P+11,e , and the averaged cross section σC+P+11 , are even.
In Fig. 6, we show contour lines of the averaged cross section σ
C+P+
11 and the
asymmetries in the φA–|A| plane. The largest CP-odd asymmetries AC+P−11 and
AC+P−11,e are obtained for |A| ≈ 2MSUSY = 1 TeV. For larger values of |A|, the lighter
stops become kinematically accessible and H2 decays dominantly into t˜
+
1 t˜
−
1 pairs.
This leads to a suppression of the chargino production cross section, and also to a
suppression of the Higgs mixing for small µ. We therefore restrict our discussion to
|A| <∼ 1 TeV.
As we have observed in Fig. 5(a), the CP-even asymmetry AC+P+11,e is in general
larger in the CP-conserving limit. This can be also seen in Fig. 6(c), where the
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Figure 6: Contour lines in the φA–|A| plane for chargino production µ+µ− → χ˜+1 χ˜−1 ,
for (a) the beam polarization averaged cross section σ
C+P+
11 , Eq. (28), and (b) the CP-
odd asymmetry AC+P−11 , Eq. (30), at
√
s = (MH2 +MH3)/2 and common longitudinal
beam polarization |P| = 0.3. For the subsequent decay χ˜±1 → e±ν˜(∗)e , in (c) the CP-even
asymmetry AC+P+11,e , Eq. (38), and in (d) the CP-odd asymmetry AC+P−11,e , Eq. (40). The
SUSY parameters are given in Table 2.
maximum of the asymmetry is obtained for φA = 0, π, and |A| ≈ 800 GeV. However,
this is rather coincidental, and is due to the exact degeneracy of the Higgs bosons
H and A.
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4.2.3 µ and M2 dependence
The couplings of the Higgs bosons to the charginos strongly depend on the gaugino-
higgsino composition of the charginos, which is mainly determined by the values of µ
and M2. For chargino production µ
+µ− → χ˜+1 χ˜−1 , we show the CP-odd asymmetry
AC+P−11 (30) in the µ–M2 plane in Fig. 7(a) with |P| = 0.3. The absolute maximal
value of the asymmetry is constrained by the degree of beam polarization. For |P| =
0.3 the maximum would be AC±P−11 (max) ≈ 55%, as follows from Eq. (35). We observe in
Fig. 7(a) that the asymmetry reaches more than 40% near the chargino production
threshold, where the coefficient a1 (B.16) receives large spin-flip contributions. For
smaller µ andM2, the interplay between unitarity and CPT symmetry [8] suppresses
AC+P−11 , see Ref. [24] for a discussion on the related process bb¯→ τ+τ−. In addition,
the Higgs boson widths are increased, since decay channels into light neutralinos and
charginos open. The larger widths result in a larger overlap of the Higgs resonances,
which reduces the absorptive phases in our scenario, and consequently suppresses
the CPT˜-odd asymmetry AC+P−11 .
In Fig. 7(c), we show the beam polarization averaged cross section σ
C+P+
11 (28) for
chargino production µ+µ− → χ˜+1 χ˜−1 , which reaches up to σC+P+11 ≈ 2 pb. In addition
the cross section shows no p-wave suppression at threshold, since H2 and H3 are
mixed CP eigenstates. The corresponding statistical significance, see Eq. (F.71),
shown in Fig. 7(b) for an integrated luminosity of L = 1 fb−1, is largest near
threshold. In Fig. 7(d), we show the branching ratio for the chargino decay χ˜+1 →
e+ν˜e, which reaches more than 15%, as the leptonic decay modes into µ and τ . The
main competing channels are the decay into the W boson, and those into sleptons
e˜L, µ˜L, and τ˜1,2, see Eq. (44). The chargino decay χ˜
+
1 → τ˜+1 ντ is dominating, see the
branching ratios in Table 3, and is the only two-body decay channel for mχ±
1
< mν˜ℓ ,
see the contour of the kinematical threshold in Fig. 7(d).
For the chargino decay χ˜±1 → e±ν˜e, we show the CP-odd and CP-even decay
asymmetries AC+P−11,e (40), and AC+P+11,e (38), in Figs. 8(a) and (b), respectively. As
discussed before, the CP-even asymmetry AC+P+11,e is suppressed by CP-violating ef-
fects due to the smaller overlap of the resonances at
√
s = (MH2+MH3)/2. Therefore
we only find large values of AC+P+11,e for light neutralinos and charginos in the lower
left corner of Fig. 8(b), where the larger Higgs widths counter the effect of the
larger Higgs mass difference. On the contrary, in that region the CP-odd asymme-
try AC+P−11,e is reduced due to smaller absorptive phases. Finally, at threshold the
longitudinal polarization of the chargino Σ3res (18) vanishes, and thus also both decay
asymmetries, as follows from Eqs. (B.17) and (B.18).
The statistical significances of the CP-odd and CP-even decay asymmetries
AC+P−11,e , andAC+P+11,e , see Eqs. (F.73), (F.74), reach at most SC+P−11 ≈ 2 and SC+P+11 ≈ 3
respectively, for an integrated luminosity of L = 1 fb−1. Thus their measurement will
be challenging. Nonetheless, only these asymmetries allow to disentangle the contri-
butions b+0 and b
+
1 to the longitudinal chargino polarization Σ
3
res (18). However these
asymmetries can also be measured in the decays χ˜±1 → W±χ˜01, and χ˜±1 → τ±ν˜(∗)τ .
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Figure 7: (a)-(c)Chargino production µ+µ− → χ˜+1 χ˜−1 at
√
s = (MH2+MH3)/2 with com-
mon muon beam polarization |P| = 0.3. Contour lines in the µ–M2 plane for (a) the CP-
odd asymmetry AC+P−11 , Eq. (30), (b) the corresponding significance SC+P−11 , Eq. (F.71),
with L = 1 fb−1, and (c) the beam polarization averaged cross section σC+P+11 , Eq. (28), for
the SUSY parameters as given in Table 2. The chargino branching ratio BR(χ˜+1 → e+ν˜e)
is given in (d). The shaded area is excluded by mχ±
1
< 103 GeV.
Note that the corresponding decay asymmetries are smaller due to the decay fac-
tors ηλ, which are of the order |ηW±| ≈ 0.2 − 0.4 and |ητ±| ≈ 1. A measurement
of the asymmetries in these decay channels is more involved, since the W and τ
reconstruction efficiencies have to be taken into account.
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Figure 8: Contour lines in the µ–M2 plane for (a) the CP-odd asymmetry AC+P−11,e ,
Eq. (40), and (b) the CP-even asymmetry AC+P+11,e , Eq. (38), for chargino production
µ+µ− → χ˜+1 χ˜−1 and decay χ˜±1 → e±ν˜(∗)e at
√
s = (MH2 +MH3)/2 with longitudinally
muon beam polarization |P| = 0.3, for the SUSY parameters as given in Table 2. The
corresponding chargino cross section and branching ratio are shown in Fig. 7. The shaded
area is excluded by m
χ±
1
< 103 GeV.
4.2.4 Comparison with asymmetries in neutralino production
The results obtained for diagonal chargino production µ+µ− → χ˜+1 χ˜−1 in the previous
section have similarities with the corresponding asymmetries for neutralino produc-
tion, see Ref. [7], and Ref. [42] for a detailed review. For instance, we have obtained
similar line-shapes of the CP-odd production asymmetry, AC+P−11 , Eq. (30), as well
as of the CP-odd and CP-even asymmetries for the chargino decays AC+P−11,e , Eq. (40),
and AC+P+11,e , Eq. (38), respectively, compared with the analogous asymmetries for
neutralino production. The asymmetries also show a very similar dependence on
the common complex trilinear coupling parameter A, as well as on the parameters
µ and M2. In both processes, the production asymmetry is enhanced at threshold,
whereas the decay asymmetries show a distinct p-wave suppression. The similarities
are due to similar kinematics, i.e., production of spin-half charginos or neutralinos,
as well as dynamics, i.e., Higgs interference in the production of a C-even final state
of massive gauginos and higgsinos.
Note that for neutralino or diagonal chargino production only C-even production
asymmetries can be defined, whereas after including the C-odd decay, only C-odd
decay asymmetries can be probed, see also the detailed discussions in Section 3. For
non-diagonal chargino production, in addition two C-odd production asymmetries,
as well as two C-even decay asymmetries, are accessible, which we discuss in the
following section.
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4.3 Production of χ˜±1 χ˜
∓
2
For non-diagonal chargino production, µ+µ− → χ˜±1 χ˜∓2 , we study the µ–M2 depen-
dence of the cross section, and of the CP-odd and CP-even production asymmetries
AC+P−12 , Eq. (30), and AC−P−12 , Eq. (32), respectively. The CP-odd asymmetry AC+P−12
is largest at threshold, where it reaches up to −10%, see Fig. 9(a). Since the beam
polarization averaged cross section reaches up to 400 fb in that region, we obtain a
significance of SC+P−12 < 3, for an integrated luminosity of L = 1 fb−1, see Fig. 9(c).
The CP-even production asymmetry exhibits a characteristic µ ↔ M2 symmetry,
see Fig. 9(d). The Higgs chargino couplings transform as cHkχ1χ2L,R ↔ cHkχ2χ1L,R (13)
under µ↔M2, resulting in a sign change of AC−P−12 [33]. Consequently, for µ =M2
the asymmetry vanishes, see the zero contour in Fig. 9(d). On the other hand, the
asymmetry is nearly maximal for µ≫ M2 or µ≪M2, see the upper left and lower
right corners of Fig. 9(d). The maximum absolute value would be AC−P−12 (max) ≈ 55%,
see Eq. (35) with |P| = 0.3. We do not show the CP-odd production asymmetry
AC−P+12 , Eq. (31), which is only of order 1% near threshold.
For the subsequent chargino decay χ˜±2 → e±ν˜(∗)e , we show the CP-even decay
asymmetries AC+P+12,e , Eq. (38), and AC−P−12,e , Eq. (42), in Fig. 10. Both asymmetries
are large in a wide region of the µ–M2 parameter space. The asymmetry AC−P−12,e also
exhibits the characteristic µ↔M2 symmetry, see Fig. 10(b), as discussed above for
the production asymmetry AC−P−12 . The decay asymmetry however has also contri-
butions from the continuum polarization Σ¯3cont, see Eq. (43). Thus the zero contour
in Fig. 10(b) gets slightly shifted from µ = M2. Since the continuum contributions
are small compared to those from the resonance, the µ↔ M2 symmetry of AC−P−12,e ,
however, still holds approximately.
The chargino χ˜±2 two-body decays are open in the entire µ–M2 plane, with
branching ratios up to BR(χ˜+2 → e+ν˜e) = 10%. Other competing channels are
χ˜+2 → W+χ˜01 and χ˜+2 → τ+ν˜τ , with branching ratios of also up to 10%. For these
decay channels the asymmetries AC±P±12,W and AC±P±12,τ are accessible. Here, the appro-
priate decay factors ηW (D.62) and ητ (D.63), respectively, have to be taken into
account. The CP-odd decay asymmetries AC+P−12,e , Eq. (40), and AC−P+12,e , Eq. (38),
do not exceed 0.2%.
5 Summary and conclusions
In the MSSM with CP violation in the Higgs sector, we have studied chargino
production at the muon collider around the resonances of the two heavy neutral
Higgs bosons. For nearly degenerate neutral Higgs bosons, as in the Higgs decoupling
limit, the CP-violating Higgs mixing can be resonantly enhanced, which allows for
large CP-violating effects. We have defined the complete set of CP observables to
study the Higgs interference and their radiatively induced Higgs mixings. The muon
collider with a precisely tunable beam energy is an ideal tool to study the strong√
s dependence of the CP asymmetries.
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Figure 9: Chargino production µ+µ− → χ˜±1 χ˜∓2 at
√
s = (MH2 +MH3)/2 with common
muon beam polarization |P| = 0.3. Contour lines in the µ–M2 plane for (a) the beam
polarization averaged cross section σ
C+P+
12 , Eq. (28), (b) the CP-odd asymmetry AC+P−12 ,
Eq. (30), (c) the corresponding significance SC+P−12 , Eq. (F.71), with L = 1 fb−1, and
(d) the CP-even asymmetry AC−P−12 , Eq. (32). The SUSY parameters are given in Table 2.
The shaded area is excluded by mχ±
1
< 103 GeV.
Using longitudinally polarized muon beams, we have classified the set of CP-even
and CP-odd asymmetries for chargino production, as well as for the chargino decays
into leptons. Appropriate observables can be defined for the decays into W bosons.
In contrast to the production asymmetries, the asymmetries of the decay probe the
longitudinal chargino polarization. Due to spin correlations between production and
decay, the chargino polarization depends sensitively on the Higgs interference. Thus
a different and independent set of asymmetries sensitive to the Higgs couplings can
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Figure 10: Chargino production µ+µ− → χ˜±1 χ˜∓2 at
√
s = (MH2 +MH3)/2 with common
muon beam polarization |P| = 0.3, and subsequent chargino decay χ˜±2 → e±ν˜(∗)e . Contour
lines in the µ–M2 plane for the CP-even decay asymmetries (a) AC+P+12,e , Eq. (38), and
(b) AC−P−12,e , Eq. (42), for the SUSY parameters as given in Table 2. The corresponding
chargino production cross section is shown in Fig. 9. The shaded area is excluded by
m
χ±
1
< 103 GeV.
be defined, that complement the production asymmetries.
In a numerical study, we have parametrized CP violation in the Higgs sector by a
common phase φA of the trilinear scalar coupling parameter. We have analyzed the
dependence of the asymmetries and cross sections on the complex parameter A, as
well as on the (real) gaugino parameters µ andM2. Large CP-violating asymmetries
are obtained if the H-A Higgs mixing is resonantly enhanced. We have discussed the
conditions necessary for such a resonant mixing. It occurs naturally in the Higgs
decoupling limit, when the Higgs mass difference is of the order of their widths.
We have identified the appropriate class of scenarios which are adequate to study
chargino production and decays.
For χ˜+1 χ˜
−
1 production, the largest CP-odd production asymmetry can go up to
40% for a degree of beam polarization of P = 0.3. The CP-odd decay asymmetry for
the subsequent chargino decay reaches up to 10%. By comparing the asymmetries
to the results which are known in the literature from non-diagonal neutralino pro-
duction, we have observed striking similarities. They are due to similar kinematics,
i.e., production of spin-half charginos or neutralinos, as well as to the dynamics,
i.e., Higgs interference in the production of a C-even final state of fermions. We
have completed the numerical study with the discussion of non-diagonal chargino
production. Here, the C-odd and CP-even asymmetries are almost maximal and
reach more than 50% for a degree of beam polarization of P = 0.3.
We find that chargino and neutralino pair production at a muon collider is com-
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plementary to similar studies for the production of Standard Model fermions. While
tt¯ production is favored for small values of tanβ, third generation fermion produc-
tion is largest for large tanβ. The strong effect of the CP phases on the Higgs
mixing, and thus on their masses, leads to a center-of-mass energy dependence of
the observables which can be ideally studied at the muon collider.
We conclude that chargino production at the muon collider is the ideal testing
ground to analyze and comprehend the phenomenology of MSSM Higgs mixing in
the presence of CP-violating phases. In particular, the crucial interference effects of
the two nearly degenerated heavy neutral Higgs resonances can well be analyzed and
understood. The proposed set of CP-sensitive observables allows for a systematic
test of the CP nature of the heavy neutral Higgs resonances, and their couplings to
charginos.
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Appendix
A Density matrix formalism
We use the spin density matrix formalism [42,50,51] for the calculation of the squared
amplitudes for chargino production, Eq. (1), and decay channels, Eqs. (2) and (3).
The amplitude for chargino production via resonant Higgs exchange, Eq. (15), de-
pends on the helicities λ± of the muons µ
± and the helicities λi, λj of the produced
charginos, µ+µ− → χ˜−i χ˜+j ,
T Pλiλjλ+λ− = ∆(Hk)
[
v¯(pµ+ , λ+)
(
cHkµµL PL + c
Hkµµ
R PR
)
u(pµ−, λ−)
]
×
[
u¯(pχ+j , λj)
(
c
Hkχiχj
L PL + c
Hkχiχj
R PR
)
v(pχ−i , λi)
]
. (A.1)
We include the longitudinal beam polarizations of the muon-beams, P− and P+,
with −1 ≤ P± ≤ +1 in their density matrices
ρ−
λ−λ
′
−
=
1
2
(
δλ−λ′− + P−τ 3λ−λ′−
)
, (A.2)
ρ+
λ+λ
′
+
=
1
2
(
δλ+λ′+ + P+τ 3λ+λ′+
)
, (A.3)
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where τ 3 is the third Pauli matrix. The unnormalized spin density matrix of χ˜−i χ˜
+
j
production and χ˜+j decay are given by,
ρPλjλ′j =
∑
λi,λ+,λ
′
+
,λ−λ
′
−
ρ+
λ+λ
′
+
ρ−
λ−λ
′
−
T Pλiλjλ+λ−T
P∗
λiλ
′
jλ
′
+λ
′
−
, (A.4)
ρDλ′jλj = T
D∗
λ′j
TDλj . (A.5)
The amplitude squared for production and decay is then
|T |2 = |∆(χ˜+j )|2
∑
λjλ
′
j
ρPλjλ′jρ
D
λ′jλj
, (A.6)
with the chargino propagator
∆(χ˜+j ) =
i
p2
χ+j
−m2
χ+j
+ imχ+j Γχ
+
j
. (A.7)
The spin density matrices, Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5), can be expanded in terms of the
Pauli matrices τa
ρPλjλ′j = δλjλ
′
j
P +
3∑
a=1
τaλjλ′jΣ
a
P , (A.8)
ρDλ′jλj = δλ
′
j
λjD +
3∑
a=1
τaλ′jλjΣ
a
D, (A.9)
where we have defined a set of chargino spin vectors sa
χ+j
. In the center-of-mass
system, they are
s1, µ
χ+j
= (0; 1, 0, 0), s2, µ
χ+j
= (0; 0, 1, 0), s3, µ
χ+j
=
1
mχ+j
(|~pχ+j |; 0, 0, Eχ+j ). (A.10)
We have chosen a coordinate frame such that the momentum of the chargino χ˜+j is
pµ
χ+j
= (Eχ+
j
; 0, 0, |~pχ+
j
|), (A.11)
with
Eχ+j =
s+m2
χ+j
−m2
χ+i
2
√
s
, |~pχ+j | =
√
λij
2
√
s
, (A.12)
and the triangle function
λij = λ(s,m
2
χ+
i
, m2
χ+
j
), (A.13)
with λ(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 − 2(xy + xz + yz). Inserting the density matrices,
Eqs. (A.8) and (A.9), into Eq. (A.6), gives the amplitude squared in the form of
Eq. (15).
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B Higgs exchange contributions
We have expressed the resonant contributions to the spin-density matrix coefficients
as functions of the longitudinal µ+ and µ− beam polarizations, Eqs. (17) and (18),
Pres = (1 + P+P−)a0 + (P+ + P−)a1,
Σ3res = (1 + P+P−)b0 + (P+ + P−)b1.
The coefficients an and bn on the r.h.s. are
an =
∑
l,k≤l
(2− δkl)akln , bn =
∑
l,k≤l
(2− δkl)bkln , n = 0, 1; (B.14)
with the sum over the contributions from the Higgs bosons Hk, Hl with k, l = 1, 2, 3,
respectively, and [7]
akl0 =
s
2
|∆(kl)|
[
|c+µ ||c+χ |fij cos(δ+µ + δ+χ + δ∆)
− |c+µ ||cRLχ |mimj cos(δ+µ + δRLχ + δ∆)
]
(kl)
, (B.15)
akl1 =
s
2
|∆(kl)|
[
|c−µ ||c+χ |fij cos(δ−µ + δ+χ + δ∆)
− |c−µ ||cRLχ |mimj cos(δ−µ + δRLχ + δ∆)
]
(kl)
, (B.16)
bkl0 = −
s
4
|∆(kl)|
[
|c+µ ||c−χ |
√
λij cos(δ
+
µ + δ
−
χ + δ∆)
]
(kl)
, (B.17)
bkl1 = −
s
4
|∆(kl)|
[
|c−µ ||c−χ |
√
λij cos(δ
−
µ + δ
−
χ + δ∆)
]
(kl)
. (B.18)
We have defined the products of couplings, suppressing the chargino indices i and j,
c±
α(kl) = c
Hkαα
R c
Hlαα∗
R ± cHkααL cHlαα∗L =
[
|c±α | exp(iδ±α )
]
(kl)
, α = µ, χ, (B.19)
cRLχ(kl) = c
Hkχχ
R c
Hlχχ∗
L + c
Hkχχ
L c
Hlχχ∗
R =
[
|cRLχ | exp(iδRLχ )
]
(kl)
, (B.20)
the product of the Higgs boson propagators (8),
∆(kl) = ∆(Hk)∆(Hl)
∗ =
[
|∆| exp(iδ∆)
]
(kl)
, (B.21)
and the kinematical functions fij = (s − m2χ−i − m
2
χ+j
)/2, and λij, see Eq. (A.13).
We neglect interferences of the chirality violating Higgs exchange amplitudes with
the chirality conserving continuum amplitudes, which are of order mµ/
√
s. The
contributions from H1 exchange are small far from its resonance.
Note that the longitudinal chargino polarization, parametrized by the coefficients
b0 and b1 of Σ
3
res, see Eqs. (B.17) and (B.18), vanishes at threshold as
√
λij . We
have defined b0 and b1 for the longitudinal polarization of the positively charged
chargino χ˜+j in the reaction µ
+µ− → χ˜−i χ˜+j . The coefficients are the same for the
other produced chargino χ˜−i , due to angular momentum conservation.
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C Continuum contributions
The non-resonant chargino production (1) proceeds via γ and Z boson exchange in
the s-channel, and muon-sneutrino ν˜µ exchange in the t-channel, see the Feynman
diagrams in Fig. 2. The MSSM interaction Lagrangians are [1, 51]:
LZ0µµ¯ = − g
cos θW
Z0ν µ¯γ
ν [LµPL +RµPR]µ, (C.22)
Lγχ˜+χ˜− = −eAν ¯˜χ+i γνχ˜+j δij , e > 0, (C.23)
LZ0χ˜+χ˜− =
g
cos θW
Zµ ¯˜χ
+
i γ
µ[O
′L
ij PL +O
′R
ij PR]χ˜
+
j , (C.24)
Lℓν˜χ˜+ = −gV ∗i1 ¯˜χ+Ci PLℓν˜∗ + h.c., ℓ = e, µ, (C.25)
with i, j = 1, 2 and PL,R = (1∓ γ5)/2. The couplings are [1, 51]
Lµ = −1
2
+ sin2 θW , Rµ = sin
2 θW , (C.26)
O
′L
ij = −Vi1V ∗j1 −
1
2
Vi2V
∗
j2 + δij sin
2 θW , (C.27)
O
′R
ij = −U∗i1Uj1 −
1
2
U∗i2Uj2 + δij sin
2 θW , (C.28)
with the weak mixing angle θW , and the weak coupling constant g = e/ sin θW ,
e > 0. The complex unitary 2 × 2 matrices Umn and Vmn diagonalize the chargino
mass matrix Xαβ, U
∗
mαXαβV
−1
βn = mχ±n δmn, with mχ±n > 0.
The helicity amplitudes for γ, Z and ν˜µ exchange are
T Pλiλjλ+λ−(γ) = −e2∆(γ)δij [v¯(pµ+ , λ+)γνu(pµ−, λ−)]
×
[
u¯(pχ+j , λj)γνv(pχ
−
i
, λi)
]
, (C.29)
T Pλiλjλ+λ−(Z) = −
g2
cos2 θW
∆(Z) [v¯(pµ+ , λ+)γ
ν(LµPL +RµPR)u(pµ−, λ−)]
×
[
u¯(pχ+j , λj)γν(O
′L
ji PL +O
′R
ji PR)v(pχ−i , λi)
]
, (C.30)
T Pλiλjλ+λ−(ν˜) = −g2Vj1V ∗i1∆(ν˜)
[
v¯(pµ+ , λ+)PRv(pχ+j
, λj)
]
×
[
u¯(pχ−i , λi)PLu(pµ
−, λ−)
]
, (C.31)
with the propagators
∆(γ) =
i
s
, ∆(Z) =
i
s−m2Z
, ∆(ν˜) =
i
t−m2ν˜
, (C.32)
and s = (pµ+ + pµ−)
2, t = (pµ+ − pχ+j )2. We neglect the Z-width in the propagator
∆(Z) for energies beyond the resonance. The Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 2.
For e+e− collisions, the amplitudes are given in Ref. [51, 52].
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The continuum contributions Pcont are those from the non-resonant γ, Z and ν˜µ
exchange channels. The coefficient Pcont is independent of the chargino polarization.
It can be decomposed into contributions from the different continuum channels
Pcont = P (γγ) + P (γZ) + P (γν˜) + P (ZZ) + P (Zν˜) + P (ν˜ν˜) (C.33)
with
P (γγ) = δij4e
4|∆(γ)|2(cL + cR)E2b (Eχ+j Eχ−i +mχ+j mχ−i + q
2 cos2 θ), (C.34)
P (γZ) = δij4
e2g2
cos2 θW
E2b∆(γ)∆(Z)
∗Re
{
(LµcL − RµcR)(O′R∗ij − O
′L∗
ij )2Ebq cos θ
+(LµcL +RµcR)(O
′L∗
ij +O
′R∗
ij )(Eχ+j Eχ
−
i
+mχ+j mχ
−
i
+ q2 cos2 θ)
}
,(C.35)
P (γν˜) = 2δije
2g2E2b cL∆(γ)∆(ν˜)
∗Re
{
V ∗i1Vj1
}
×(Eχ+j Eχ−i +mχ+j mχ−i − 2Ebq cos θ + q
2 cos2 θ), (C.36)
P (ZZ) =
2g4
cos4 θW
|∆(Z)|2E2b
[
(L2µcL − R2µcR)(|O
′R
ij |2 − |O
′L
ij |2)2Ebq cos θ
+(L2µcL +R
2
µcR)(|O
′L
ij |2 + |O
′R
ij |2)(Eχ+j Eχ−i + q
2 cos2 θ)
+(L2µcL +R
2
µcR)2Re{O
′L
ij O
′R∗
ij }mχ+j mχ−i
]
, (C.37)
P (Zν˜) =
2g4
cos2 θW
LµcLE
2
b∆(Z)∆(ν˜)
∗Re
{
V ∗i1Vj1
×[O′Lij (Eχ+j Eχ−i − 2Ebq cos θ + q
2 cos2 θ) +O
′R
ij mχ+j mχ
−
i
]
}
, (C.38)
P (ν˜ν˜) =
g4
2
cL|Vi1|2|Vj1|2|∆(ν˜)|2E2b (Eχ+j Eχ−i − 2Ebq cos θ + q
2 cos2 θ), (C.39)
with the scattering angle θ∠(~pµ− , pχ˜−
i
). The longitudinal beam polarizations are
included in the weighting factors
cL = (1−P−)(1 + P+), cR = (1 + P−)(1−P+). (C.40)
For equal beam polarizations P+ = P− ≡ P, we thus have Pcont(P) = Pcont(−P).
For e+e− collisions, the terms for Pcont in the laboratory system are also given in
Refs. [52, 53], however they differ by a factor of 2 in our notation (15). Note that
the term Pcont is invariant under i↔ j exchange at tree level if CP is conserved.
The continuum contributions Σ3cont (16) to the longitudinal χ˜
+
j polarization for
chargino production µ+µ− → χ˜−i χ˜+j decompose into
Σ3cont = Σ
3
P (γγ) + Σ
3
P (γZ) + Σ
3
P (γν˜) + Σ
3
P (ZZ) + Σ
3
P (Zν˜) + Σ
3
P (ν˜ν˜), (C.41)
with
Σ3P (γγ) = δij4e
4|∆(γ)|2(cL − cR)E2b cos θ(q2 + Eχ+j Eχ−i +mχ+j mχ−i ), (C.42)
Σ3P (γZ) = δij4
e2g2
cos2 θW
E2b∆(γ)∆(Z)
∗
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×Re
{
(LµcL − RµcR)(O′R∗ji +O
′L∗
ji )(q
2 + Eχ+j Eχ
−
i
+mχ+j mχ
−
i
) cos θ
+(LµcL +RµcR)(O
′R∗
ji − O
′L∗
ji )q(Eχ−i
+ Eχ+j
cos2 θ)
}
, (C.43)
Σ3P (γν˜) = −δij2e2g2cLE2b∆(γ)∆(ν˜)∗Re
{
V ∗j1Vi1
}
×[qEχ−i − (q
2 + Eχ+j Eχ
−
i
) cos θ + qEχ+j cos
2 θ −mχ+j mχ−i cos θ], (C.44)
Σ3P (ZZ) =
2g4
cos4 θW
|∆(Z)|2E2b
[
(L2µcL +R
2
µcR)(|O
′R
ji |2 − |O
′L
ji |2)q(Eχ−i + Eχ+j cos
2 θ)
+(L2µcL −R2µcR)2Re
{
O
′L
jiO
′R∗
ji
}
mχ+j
mχ−i
cos θ
+(L2µcL −R2µcR)(|O
′L
ji |2 + |O
′R
ji |2)(q2 + Eχ+j Eχ−i ) cos θ
]
, (C.45)
Σ3P (Zν˜) =
2g4
cos2 θW
LµcLE
2
b∆(Z)∆(ν˜)
∗Re
{
V ∗j1Vi1[O
′R
ji mχ+j
mχ−i
cos θ
−O′Lji (qEχ−i − (q
2 + Eχ+j
Eχ−i
) cos θ + qEχ+j
cos2 θ)]
}
, (C.46)
Σ3P (ν˜ν˜) = −
g4
2
cL|Vj1|2|Vi1|2|∆(ν˜)|2E2b
×[qEχ−
i
− (q2 + Eχ+
j
Eχ−
i
) cos θ + qEχ+
j
cos2 θ]. (C.47)
For e+e− collisions, the terms for Σ3cont for chargino χ˜
+
j in the laboratory system are
also given in Ref. [52, 53], however they differ by a factor of 2 in our notation (15).
In order to obtain the corresponding polarization terms for the other chargino χ˜−i ,
one has to substitute Eχ+j ↔ Eχ−i and mχ+j ↔ mχ−i in Eqs. (C.42)-(C.47); in addi-
tion, one has to change the overall sign [52]. Note that for the charge conjugated
process µ+µ− → χ˜+i χ˜−j , the averaged chargino χ˜±j polarization of the continuum,
see Eq. (26), changes sign, i.e., Σ¯3cont(χ˜
+
i χ˜
−
j ) = −Σ¯3cont(χ˜−i χ˜+j ). For equal beam
polarizations P+ = P− ≡ P, the terms obey Σ3cont(−P) = Σ3cont(P), see Eq. (C.40).
D Chargino decay into leptons and W boson
The expansion coefficients of the chargino decay matrix (A.9) for the chargino decay
χ˜+j → ℓ+ν˜ℓ, with ℓ = e, µ, are
D =
g2
2
|Vj1|2(m2χ±j −m
2
ν˜ℓ
), (D.48)
ΣaD = −g2|Vj1|2mχ±j (s
a
χ±j
· pℓ). (D.49)
The coefficient ΣaD for the charge conjugated process, χ˜
−
j → ℓ−ν˜∗ℓ , is obtained by
inverting the sign of Eq. (D.49). With these definitions, we can rewrite the factor
Σ3D, that multiplies the longitudinal chargino polarization Σ
3
P in Eq. (15),
Σ3D = ηℓ±
D
∆ℓ
(Eℓ − Eˆℓ), (D.50)
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where we have used
mχ±j
(s3
χ±j
· pℓ) = −
m2
χ±j
|~pχ±j |
(Eℓ − Eˆℓ). (D.51)
Similar results can be obtained for the chargino decay into a τ , χ˜±j → τ±ν˜(∗)τ , and
W boson, χ˜±j →W±χ˜0k [33]. The corresponding interaction Lagrangians are [1]
Lτ ν˜τ χ˜+ = −gτ¯(Vj1PR − YτU∗j2PL)χ˜+Cj ν˜τ + h.c., (D.52)
LW−χ˜+χ˜0 = gW
−
µ
¯˜χ
0
kγ
µ(OLkjPL +O
R
kjPR)χ˜
+
j ν˜ℓ + h.c., (D.53)
respectively, with the couplings
OLkj = −
1√
2
Nk4V
∗
j2 + (sin θWNk1 + cos θWNk2)V
∗
j1, (D.54)
ORkj = +
1√
2
N∗k3Uj2 + (sin θWN
∗
k1 + cos θWN
∗
k2)Uj1, (D.55)
and Yτ = mτ/(
√
2mW cos β). The 4×4 unitary matrix N diagonalizes the neutralino
mass matrix Y in the basis {γ˜, Z˜, h˜1, h˜2} with N∗ilYlmN †mj = δijmχ0j [1].
The expansion coefficients of the chargino decay matrix (A.9) for χ˜+j → τ+ν˜τ are
D =
g2
2
(|Vj1|2 + Y 2τ |Uj2|2)(m2χ±j −m
2
ν˜τ
), (D.56)
ΣaD = −g2(|Vj1|2 − Y 2τ |Uj2|2)mχ±j (s
a
χ±j
· pτ ), (D.57)
and those for χ˜+j →W+χ˜0k are
D =
g2
2
(|OLkj|2 + |ORkj|2)

m2
χ±j
+m2χ0
k
− 2m2W +
(m2
χ±j
−m2
χ0
k
)2
m2W


−6g2Re(OLkjOR∗kj )mχ±
j
mχ0
k
, (D.58)
ΣaD = −g2(|OLkj|2 − |ORkj|2)
(m2
χ±j
−m2
χ0
k
− 2m2W )
m2W
mχ±j (s
a
χ±
j
· pW ). (D.59)
The coefficients ΣaD for the charge conjugated processes, χ˜
−
j → τ−ν˜∗τ and χ˜−j →
W−χ˜0k, are obtained by inverting the signs of Eqs. (D.57) and (D.59), respectively.
For the chargino decay χ˜±j → W±χ˜0k, the energy limits of the W boson are
E
max(min)
W = EˆW ±∆W , see Eq. (21), with
EˆW =
EmaxW + E
min
W
2
=
m2
χ±
j
+m2W −m2χ0
k
2m2
χ±j
Eχ±j , (D.60)
∆W =
EmaxW − EminW
2
=
√
λ(m2
χ±j
, m2W , m
2
χ0
k
)
2m2
χ±j
|~pχ±j |. (D.61)
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The decay factor (24) is
ηW± = ±
(|OLkj|2 − |ORkj|2)f1
(|OLkj|2 + |ORkj|2)f2 + Re{OLkjOR∗kj }f3
, (D.62)
with
f1 = (m
2
χ±j
−m2χ0
k
− 2m2W )
√
λ(m2
χ±j
, m2W , m
2
χ0
k
),
f2 = (m
2
χ±j
+m2χ0
k
− 2m2W ) m2W + (m2χ±j −m
2
χ0
k
)2,
f3 = −12 mχ±
j
mχ0
k
m2W .
For the chargino decay χ˜±j → τ±ν˜(∗)τ , the decay factor (24) is obtained from Eqs. (D.56)
and (D.57)
ητ± = ±|Vj1|
2 − Y 2τ |Uj2|2
|Vj1|2 + Y 2τ |Uj2|2
. (D.63)
The coefficients ηW±, and also ητ± (D.63), depend on the chargino couplings, as
well as on the chargino and neutralino masses, which could be measured at the
international linear collider (ILC) with high precision [54, 55].
In order to reduce the free MSSM parameters, we parametrize the slepton masses
with their approximate renormalization group equations (RGE) [61]
m2
ℓ˜R
= m20 +m
2
ℓ + 0.23M
2
2 −m2Z cos 2β sin2 θW , (D.64)
m2
ℓ˜L
= m20 +m
2
ℓ + 0.79M
2
2 +m
2
Z cos 2β(−
1
2
+ sin2 θW ), (D.65)
m2ν˜ℓ = m
2
0 +m
2
ℓ + 0.79M
2
2 +
1
2
m2Z cos 2β, (D.66)
with m0 the common scalar mass parameter the GUT scale.
E Cross sections
We obtain cross sections and distributions by integrating the amplitude squared
|T |2 (15) over the Lorentz invariant phase space element dLips
dσ =
1
2s
|T |2dLips. (E.67)
We use the narrow width approximation for the propagator of the decaying chargino.
The approximation is justified for Γχj/mχj ≪ 1, which holds in our case with
Γχj <∼ O(1GeV). Note, however, that the naive O(Γ/m)-expectation of the error
can easily receive large off-shell corrections of an order of magnitude and more, in
particular at threshold or due to interferences with other resonant or non-resonant
processes. For a recent discussion of these issues, see [62, 63]
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Explicit formulas of the phase space for chargino production (1) and decay (2),
can be found, e.g., in Ref. [53]. The cross section for chargino production is
σij =
√
λij
8πs2
P¯ , (E.68)
with the triangle function λij (A.13), and P¯ given in Eq. (26). The integrated cross
section for chargino production (1) and subsequent leptonic decay χ˜+j → ℓ+ν˜ℓ (2) is
given by
σij,ℓ =
1
64π2
√
λij
s2
(m2
χ+j
−m2ν˜ℓ)
m3
χ+j
Γχ+j
P¯D = σij × BR(χ˜+j → ℓ+ν˜ℓ). (E.69)
The integrated cross section for chargino production and subsequent decay χ˜+j →
W+χ˜0k (3) is
σij,W =
1
64π2
√
λij
s2
√
λ(m2
χ+j
, m2
χ0
k
, m2W )
m3
χ+j
Γχ+j
P¯D = σij × BR(χ˜+j → W+χ˜0k). (E.70)
F Statistical significances
We define the statistical significances of the C-even cross section observable AC+P−ij
(30) by [7]
SC+P−ij = |AC+P−ij |
√
2(2− δij)σC+P+ij L, (F.71)
where L denotes the integrated luminosity for chargino production, and σC+P+ij is
the C and P symmetrized chargino production cross section, defined in Eq. (28).
There is a factor 2 appearing in Eq. (F.71), since the asymmetries require two sets
of equal beam polarizations ±P. There is a factor (2− δij), since two independent
cross section measurements are available for i 6= j, but only one for i = j. The
significances for the C-odd asymmetries AC−P±ij , Eqs. (31), and (32), are defined by
SC−P±ij = |AC−P±ij |
√
4 σ
C+P+
ij L. (F.72)
Note that the C-odd production asymmetries AC−P±ij vanish trivially for i = j.
The significances for the CP-odd decay asymmetries AC±P∓ij,λ , Eqs. (38) and (40),
are defined by [7]
SC±P∓ij,λ = |AC±P∓ij,λ |
√
4 σ
C+P+
ij BR(χ˜
+
j → λ+N˜λ)Leff , (F.73)
and similarly for the CP-even asymmetries AC±P±ij,λ , Eqs. (38) and (42),
SC±P±ij,λ = |AC±P±ij,λ |
√
4 σ
C+P+
ij BR(χ˜
+
j → λ+N˜λ)Leff , (F.74)
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with λ = ℓ or W , and N˜λ the associated sneutrino or neutralino, respectively. The
effective integrated luminosity is Leff = ǫλL, with the detection efficiency ǫλ of the
leptons orW bosons in the chargino decay χ˜±j → ℓ±ν˜(∗)ℓ or χ˜±j →W±χ˜0k, respectively.
There is a factor 4 appearing in the significances, Eqs. (F.73) and (F.74), since the
asymmetries require two sets of equal beam polarizations ±P, as well as two decay
modes, χ˜+j → λ+N˜λ and the charge conjugated decay χ˜−j → λ−N˜ (∗)λ .
For an ideal detector a significance of, e.g., S = 1 implies that the asymmetries
can be measured at the statistical 68% confidence level. In order to predict the
absolute values of confidence levels, clearly detailed Monte Carlo analysis including
detector and background simulations with particle identification and reconstruction
efficiencies would be required, which is however beyond the scope of the present
work.
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